Class contents
Beginners 1 Scottish Gaelic class
materials: Scottish Gaelic for beginners units 13
topics covered:
greetings
pronouns
phonics
How are you? and answers
I am learning Gaelic
a look at Gaelic nouns
Saying Goodbye
what are prepositional pronouns
pps: aig, le, air, ri
The verb to be “tha” and how it works
What are you doing and verbal nouns
Introductions, immediate family
My ….
possessive pronouns
an ____ agam
Having things
Weather
adjectives in Gaelic, word order and with nouns
Seo, Sin, Siud
definite articles (nominative case)
Colors
numbers 112
Days of the week
Beginners 2 Scottish Gaelic class
Materials: Scottish Gaelic for beginners units 46
topics covered:
telling time
plurals
irregular adjectives
Where are you from? answers
à vs às (from/ out of)
more phonics
Where do you live?
Scottish place names
ann an vs anns an ( in a vs in the)
overview of noun cases in Gaelic
Where are you going?

places around town
dhan ( to the)
In the café
In the bar
Days of the week
Dative case
In the bank
using bigger numbers with nouns
in the post office
pp for do (to/for)
In the restaurant
food
up and down
In the doctors office
body parts
here and there
numbers 1224
Advanced beginner 1 Scottish Gaelic class
Materials: Scottish Gaelic for Beginners uints 79
topics covered:
months of the year
politeness
how to give the date
‘Is” the other verb to be and what it does and how to use it
ann placing things in existence
ordinal numbers
past tense of “tha” ie I was running
question words
and their statement equivalents
What work do you have?
more places around town
professions and how to talk about them
pps for: ann and de
clothing
in and out
chores
commands
irregular verbs
around the house
review of possessive pronouns
What is your address
types of buildings
Genitive case

What is your phone number?
countries (mostly European)
Languages
negative commands
more family words
asking about schedules (when does the library open/close etc)
past participles what they are and how to use them
numbers 2436
Materials: Scottish Gaelic for Beginners units 912
topics covered:
furniture
time words
past tense ( ie I went to the store)
regular verbs
irregular verbs
I like
I can
I know
past tense of ‘Is’ and Is phrases
more food
describing people
pastimes
To whom does it belong.
emphatic endings
idiomatic phrases
one and some
something/one/time
fronting
number 36 to 47
Intermediate 1 Scottish Gaelic class
Materials: Intermediate Scottish Gaelic leason 110
topics covered:
comparatives of adjectives
irregular comparatives
Did you enjoy the___?
review of the past tense
superlatives
preferences
more countries
fairy tail words

linking clauses
more describing people
pets
review of definite articles in the nominative and Dative cases
farm animals
future tense of “tha” (I will be running)
forest animals
intro to the relative future
Intermediate 2 Scottish Gaelic class
Materials: Intermediate Scottish Gaelic leason 1018
topics covered:
review of vocabulary
sea animals
review of the genitive case
definite articles in the genitive case
astronomy vocab
plant vocab
future tense ( I will run)
future tense of irregular verbs
seasons
fruits and vegetables
landscape words
cardinal directions
giving directions
I remember him and similar phrases ( I love him)
Intermediate 3 Scottish Gaelic class

materials: Intermediate Scottish Gaelic leason 1925
topics covered:
more landscape words
how verbs work
participles, infinitives and the nominal
shapes 2D and 3D
nominal phrases
Holidays
objects of participles, infinitives and nominals indirect and direct
gam. gad etc what they are and how to use them
school subjects
conditional tense of “tha”

more verbs
conditional tense of verbs regular and irregular

